One of the great tales of all time, set in the enchanted world of a French provincial castle. It is a story of a Prince transformed into a Beast for being unkind and a beautiful girl imprisoned by the Beast in his castle, complete with servants changed into a clock, a candle, a teapot, a teacup, a wardrobe, a feather duster and other household objects. Belle has a pursuer, Gaston, who storms the castle to rescue her for himself and to kill the beast. The Beast is transformed back to being a Prince and they all live happily. A famous Walt Disney animated movie (1991) and said to be the standard for all animation musical scores. Converted in 1994 into a Broadway musical which ran for 5464 performances between 1994 and 2007 (the sixth-longest opening run on Broadway). Songs include Beauty and the Beast, Be Our Guest, If I Can’t Love Her, Belle. This musical is one which is extremely suitable for school productions where large casts are involved and is very successful with audiences of all ages, especially young children. We hope you might come along and enjoy the fun.